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Slide 2:  IntroductionThe discussion will focus on following points.I will review briefly Vedic language, literature, contents and authors.  Check available evidence and their interpretation.



Introduction to the Veda (वेद)
Vedas are believed to be the earliest literary composition of the world!

Text and Contents:
They are scriptural poetic narratives of undetermined age containing •

prayers, philosophical dialogue, myth, ritual chants and invocation.
They helped develop ritualistic procedures, social organization and an ethical •
code of conduct.
The language and grammar appear local in origin.•

Transmission:
Composition in • chhandas (छ�:, meters)  helped transmission over time.

Lasting Impact
Prayers and rituals are used for atonement and to alleviate grief.•
Philosophy and prescribed belief systems provided a foundation for culture in  •
India.
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Slide 3: Introduction to the VedasThe वेद are the scriptural poetic narrative of undetermined age for Prayers, philosophical dialogue and rituals.The language and grammar appear local in origin.The वेद are composed in chhandas (छन्द:,) that helped in the process of transmission until the present day, Vedic Philosophy and prescribed belief system became the foundation of the culture of India,वेद are assumed to be the earliest literary composition of the World!



What is Veda (वेद)
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• Word Veda (वेद) signifies knowledge, traditionally considered eternal. 
• The Vedas were handed down orally and are called śruti (शु्रित) 

literature: 
Rig-Veda (ऋ�ेद ) (RV) - Hymns of Praise (recitation)
Sama-Veda (सामवेद) (SV) - Knowledge of the Melodies
Yajur-Veda (यजुव�द) (YV) - Sacrificial rituals for liturgy
Atharva-Veda (अथव�वेद) (AV) - Formulas

• They fall into four classes of literary works:  
Samhitås (संिहता): rule-based verses (collection of hymns) 
Aranyakas (आर�क): developed beliefs (theological explanation) 
Brāhmaṇa (ब्रा�णम्): explanations of rituals (ceremonies, sacrifices)
Upanishads (उपिनषद्): philosophy that has Vedic essence

• The Rig-Veda Samhitås are organized into:
1. Mandalas (म�ल, books) consisting of hymns called sūkta
2. Sūktas (सू�) consist of individual ṛcs (stanzas)
3. Pada (पद) is the unit of verse
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Slide 4: 1.1. What is Veda (वेद - Knowledge)?Word Veda signifies knowledge.Since वेद were handed down orally hence these are called śruti literature and these are:Rig-Veda (ऋग्वेद ) (RV),  Sama-Veda (सामवेद) (SV), Yajur-Veda (यजुर्वेद) (YV),Atharva-Veda (अथर्ववेद) (AV) वेद consists of four different classes of literary works:  Samhitås (संहिता), Aranyakas (आरण्यक), Brāhmaṇa (ब्राह्मणम्), Upanishads (उपनिषद्)Rig-Veda Samhitås is organized into:Mandalas (मण्डला, books) consisting of hymns called sūkta,Pada (पद) is the unit of verse,
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TheVeda (śruti, शु्रित ) Literature Organization

Rig-Veda  (hymns for praise) 

Shakala, Ashvalayana

Samhitås
(Collection  of Hymns)

Sama-Veda (Melodies)

Kauthuma, Jaiminiya, 
Ranayaniya

Yajur-Veda (Sacrificial formula liturgy)

Krishna (Black) Taittiriya, 
Maitrayani, Caraka Kathaka, 
Kapishthala Katha

Shukla (White) Vajasneyi
Madhyandina, Vajasaneyi Kanva

Atharva-Veda (Magic 

formulas Shaunaka, Paippalada) 

Brāhmaṇa
(Commentary, Ceremony, Sacrifice), 
*19 survived.

Aitareya , Kaushitaki / 
Sankhayana

Tandya
Jaiminiya (Ten such avail.)

Madhyandina Shatapatha, 
Kanva Shatapatha

Taittiriya, Maitrayani, 
Caraka-Kathaka, Kapisthala-
Katha

Gopatha

Aranyakas (karma-
kanda: Theological 
Explanation)

Aitareya, Kaushitaki/ 
Shankhayana

Talavakara or 
Jaiminiya, Chandogya

Brihadaranyaka

Taittiriya, 
Maitrayaniya

Tavalkararanyaka
Chandogyaranyaka, 
Jaiminiyaranyaka

Upanishads (jnana-kanda:  
Vedic essence) *13 Principal 

Aitareya, (AiUp), 
Kaushitaki

Chāndogya (ChhUp), 
Kena (KeUp)

Īśā (IsUp) , Bṛhadāraṇyaka
(BṛUp),

Kaṭha (KaUp), Taittirīya
(TaiUp), Shvetashvatara, 
Maitrayaniya

Māṇḍūkya, māṇḍukya,
Praṣna (PrUp)

Shows relationship with assumed creation sequence 
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Slide 5: The Veda (sruti)This graphic shows at glance the organization of वेद along with the literary classand under each of these many literatures exist.You may notice that Yajur-Veda is further classified into two:Krishna Yajurveda (Black) that implies; the un-arranged and unclear VersesShukla Yajurveda (White) that implies; the well arranged and clear VersesThese literatures primarily convey beliefs, Vedic essence and explanations.



Vedic Language – Possible Origin
Is Vedic language Indigenous?

Were Vedic people indigenous or did they come from outside?

• There is no hint in Vedic literature for population movement beyond the 
mountains of north India.

• Analysis based on historical linguistics using sound and grammatical 
transformation do not find any change in the language.

Sárasvatī (सर�ती) River paradigm in Vedic text

• Vedic composers drew inspiration from river Sárasvatī (RV 2.41.16).

• Veda speaks of Sárasvatī, as the largest river of the region (RV 7.95.1 - 2).

• Sárasvatī flowed for 2000 yrs (4000-2000 BCE), dried up by 1900 BCE
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Slide: 6 2. Vedic Language – Possible Origin  Let us examine: Were Vedic people Indigenous or came from outside?We find no hint in Vedic literature for population movement, Based on Historical linguistics, they do not find any change of “sound” (ii)Vedic composers drew inspiration from river Sárasvatī, (RV 2.41.16)Sárasvatī river flowed for 2000 yrs (in between 6000-4000 BCE) and was dried up by 1900 BCE Krishna in Bhagwat Gita makes reference to वेद,



Contemporary language around Greater Punjab
Origin of the Vedic language

• Vedic geography described is 
consistent with the greater 
Punjab:
• Nadistuti hymn (RV 10.75) mentions 

the Sárasvatī between Yamuna in east 
and Sutlej in west

• Himavanto (RV 10.121.4) are relatively 
remote but still visible and reachable

• Vedic language, was spread across 
the whole of Sapta-Sindhu 
(स�िस�ु) land (land of seven 
rivers), Doab, Punjab, till Kabul in 
Afghanistan and Haryana to 
Ganga-Yamuna

• Multiple vernacular languages existed 
around the region
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The snap shot of the vernacular languages 
spoken by the inhabitants around Vedic regions.  

Language Region Spoken
Himalayan Belt

Brahui Spoken in parts of Baluchistan, 
Dravidian Spoken in North West including Baluchistan
Balti Kashmir
Jaunsari Uttarakhand, Uttar Pradesh, Himachal Pradesh

Western Belt
Bhili Gujarat& Rajasthan
Dhanki Gujarat, Rajasthan & Maharashtra
Wagri Rajasthan, Gujarat, Andhra Pradesh
Mavchi Gujarat, Maharashtra

Central Belt
Gujjari Haryana, UP, MP, Rajasthan, Gujarat, Punjab, 
Gondi MP, Gujarat, Andhra Pradesh, Maharashtra, 

Chhattisgarh
Kui, Kuvi, Pengo Odisha

Dravidian Belt
Mundari Jharkhand
North Munda Plateau of Jharkhand, Chhattisgarh, West Bengal, and 

Odisha
South Munda Central Odisha, border between Andhra Pradesh and 

Odisha
Korku (Munda 
Family)

MP, Maharashtra

Tulu, Koraga, Kodagu Karnataka, Kerala
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Slide 7: 2.1. Contemporary language around Greater Punjab�Let us examine Vedic geography that is described in Rig-Veda.RV clearly points to the greater Punjab, where वेद  was composed: Nadistuti and Himavanto HymnsPoints to the geography spread from: Eastern Afghanistan to Ganga-Yamuna, essentially pointing to Greater Punjab.Vedic language was spread across the land of seven rivers सप्तसिन्धु,This table shows vernacular languages spoken by the people in and around greater Punjab.It seems Munda and Dravidian language was also spoken in Greater Punjab region.



Where did the words come from?
What explains the Vedic Words? 

• Words in the local vernacular 
were used in Vedic composition. 

• Over 400 Dravidian and Munda 
words were found in Vedic text.

• Words compounded to create 
new words.

• Natural vernacular was prākṛta 
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English Proto-Munda 
Words

Sanskrit

To adher or 
stick 

latak , jatak latkao, letkom, 
jetkom

Sticky Mud las, pas lat, pat
Kind of lute tumbi-vina tumba
Witch saki dakin
Sword khadga khadgahva
English Dravidian/Dravidia

n
Sanskrit

Core Karumam Karma
King Arasu, Rasa -Raja -

Raj 
Arasa, Rasa -Raja -
Raj

Water Neer , nira, ambu ‘āp,Theer -Theerth

God Theivam, Deiva Theiva, Deva
Nest Kulaya kulaya
Flower Pu Puja

The Vedic Language was a spoken vernacular language that existed in Northwest India!
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Slide 8: 2.2 Where the Words Came from� We Find that Words available in vernacular language were used in Vedic text. Out of 3000 unique words used in Veda, More than 400 Dravidian and Munda words were found in Vedic Text,The table is an example of some of the words.The Vedic Language was a spoken vernacular language that existed in Northwest India!



Vedic words challenges 

• Some words and concepts appear 
common to Vedic, Avesta and Mittani

• Word Ārya (आय�) is the self-designation 
of the ancient Iranians and of those 
Indian (ārya) who spoke Rig-Veda (RV) 

• Word devá (देव) means ‘god’ in the 
Vedas and ‘devil’ in Avesta.

• Replacing  ‘s’ in a Vedic word with ‘h’ 
becomes Avesta.

• Some slokas may be common between 
the Vedas: RV 10:87:21 and Gatha 17:4 
Yashna 53:4) (i)

• A treaty of Hittites and Mitannis circa 
1400 BCE calls upon Indara/Indra, 
Mitras(il)/Mitra, Nasatianna/Nasatya 
and Uruvanass(il) /Varuna, all known to 
RV and Avesta
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English Veda Avestan Mitannis

gold hiranya zaranya

army séna haena

spear rsti arsti

sovereignty ksatra xsaθra

lord ásura ahura

sacrifice yajñá yasna

sacrificing, priest, hótar zaotar

sacrificing, drink sóma haoma

member of religious community aryamán airyaman

god devá (god) daeva (devil)

Servent Dasa Daha

Week Sapta Hepta

River Sindhu Sindhu Hindu

Main Divinity Varuna Ahura Mazda Uruvanass

God Indra Indra Indara
Deity Mitra Miθra Mitra
Deity Nasatya Nasatinna Nasatinna
Deity Varuna Uruvanass Uruvanass
River Sarasvati Haraxvati
domesticated horse aśva ašvà (Lithuanian) ašuua
horse-drawn chariots or chariot ratha rathestha rattaš

Words that appears common

Ref: Michael Witzel, Harvard University, Autochthonous Aryans? The Evidence from Old Indian and Iranian Texts.
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Slide 9:  2.3. Vedic Period Challenges? �Some words and concepts appear common to Vedic, Avesta of Iran another ancient text and Mittani of Syria.Word Ārya (आर्य) appears in Avesta and Rig-Veda (RV), In a word Dasa replacing‘s’ in Vedic word with ‘h’ becomes Avesta word: DahaOne may find that entire sloka is common between the Vedas: RV 10:87:21 and Gatha 17:4 Yashna 53:4) (i)A treaty of Hittites and Mitannis dating to the 1400 BCE calls upon some such common words,The table is an example of some of these words.



Vedic period challenges
Horse drawn chariot developed in S. Russia around • 2000 BCE with 
copper/bronze technology (i) Anthony and Vinogradov 1995, or Mesopotamia) 

Use of iron (Black Metal, • śyåma) in India about 1200 BCE (ii). (Kak 1994, earliest 
(Chakrabarti 1979, 1992)

Greater Punjab possibly did not know iron but knew copper/bronze, • (W. Rau 1974, 1983) 

Large City like: Indus civilization was not known to Veda • (armaka, Falk 1981) and of small 
forts (pur, Rau 1976)

Vedic compositions are rural in character.•
Archaeologists have not found any wave of immigration into the Indian •
subcontinent after 4500 BCE (Kennedy 1995: 49-54, 2000)

Avesta• : 
About a quarter of the original – Avesta preserved
Avestan– texts available is post-Zoroastrian
Some passages in – Avesta is RV style; praise of certain gods (Miθra, Våiiu, etc.)

There are many chronological difficulties envisioned to ascertain where, what and when!
Ref: i). Anthony and Vinogradov 1995, or Mesopotamia), ii). (Kak 1994), earliest (Chakrabarti 1979, 1992, see now Possehl-Gullapalli 1999 

for a much later date of c. 1000/900 BCE), iii). Michael Witzel, Harvard University, Autochthonous Aryans? The Evidence from Old 
Indian and Iranian Texts.
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Characteristics of the Vedic language
An oral language that tried to map Universe in Human Voice by various phonetic 

arrangements and patterns. 
• Phonetic rules:

– In speech, vowels come first and consonants are arranged phonetically
– Sounds change as a result of adjacent sounds, within and across words
– Syllable (अ�र ; Akṣara), Word (श�; Sabda), Sentence (वाक्; Vāc)

• Grammar (�ाकरण):
– Concept of Gender (liṅga िल�), Vachana (वचन), vibhakti (िवभ��), Inflection are observed
– Verbs uses in Tense (Kālá (काल) and Mood (bhāva (भाव)): 

• Six Tenses: 1. Present (Vartamāna), 2. Past  – imperfect (Anadyatanabhūta), 3. Past – aorist 
(Bhūta), 4. Past – perfect (Parokṣabhūta), 5. Future  – likely  (Anadyatanabhaviṣyan), 6. Future-
certain (Bhaviṣya)

• Four Moods: 1. Conditional (Saṅketa), 2. Potential (Vidhi), 3. Benedictive (Āśis), 4 Imperative 
(Ājñā)

• Concept of Anusvāra (Nasal sound), Visarga (multiple sounds) and Upasarga 
(combination or sandhi)

• Vocabulary and theory existed to create new word
This demonstrates cognitive economy was extensively in use! 

Ref:  (i). A VEDIC GRAMMAR FOR STUDENTS , By Aethur Anthony Macdonnell, The University of Oxford, The Claredon Press 1916
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Vedic Language Structure: Akṣara, Sabda, Vāc

Akṣara• (अ�र; syllable): Vedic text realizes syllables as basic roots:
Akṣara– means sound-values, it is the nature of the varnas (syllables) 
composing (RV 1.164.39)

Alphabet is called – varṇa-mālā or akṣara-mālā
Sabda• (श�; word): is the word manifested by the verbal sound 
– Sabda’s sound is the guna (quality) of aksharas, (RV 10.114.8)

Sabda– once spoken has innate power to convey a particular sense (Artha)
• Vāc: (वाक्; speech): speak, tell, utter, refers to cosmic sound 

envisioned:
Vāc– (वाक्), a sentence, is a messaging system that conveys thoughts (RV 
10.71.1-4)
Vāc– (वाक्) as the earliest sounds mentioned in Rig-Vedic thought in RV 
10.71.1-4, as the source of a language

dhātu• (धातुः) is a fixed set of words representing ideas
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Chhanda (छ�:)
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• Vāc (वाक्) composed with syllabic 
arrangement and that structure repeats, and 
rendered with accurate pronunciation, 
intonation (�र) and rhythm, transforms a 
vāc to chhandas 

• The Vedic texts are chhandas 
• chhandas is the measurement of number of 

syllables; 8, 11 or 12 syllables in a pada (पद),
• Syllabic arrangement is known as vṛttaḥ 

(वृ�ः) (rhythm)
• Metrical unit of verse is the pada (पद; foot) 
• Chhanda is the orchestration of Vāc, 

Inherent Intonation and rhythmic rendering 
that makes it melodic *

Poetry definition: literature that 
evokes a concentrated imaginative 
awareness of experience or a specific 
emotional response through language 
chosen and arranged for its meaning, 
sound, and rhythm. – Encyclopedia 
Britanica

Rasa (emotion) in some form leads to 
creativity. Rasa concept was well 
known to Vedic composers.  (RV 
1.187.4)*

*Rasas are the unique qualities which 
bring variety in things created whose 
source is one and one only. Vedic 
Poetic Narrative is the manifestation 
of rasa enjoyed by the Vedic 
composers!

Chhandas in some form exited before 
Vedic times.  Chhandas gained 
importance since Veda was an oral 
poetry,

Ref:  *Rasa- Sāṅkhya -Connecting Rasa to Neuroscience; By: Bijoy M Misra1, Prem S Nagar2,Bela Kosaras3, Jaspal Singh4
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Chhanda (Meter, Prosody)
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• ṛc, a stanza, typically of three or four padas; a range of two to seven is found
• Rig-Veda has many types of meters: Example

– Gayatri (गायत्री) meter has 3 verses of 8 syllables (6x4=24)
– Anustubh (अनुष्टुभ्) with 4 verses of 8 syllables (8x4=32) 
– bṛhatī (बृहती ) with 2 verses of 8 followed by 1 each of 12 and 8 syllables (9x4=36) 
– Tristubh (ित्रष्टुभ्) with 4 verses of 11 syllables (11x4=44)
– Jagatī (जगती) meter with 4 verses of 12 syllables each (12x4=48) 
– Usnih (उ��ह्) with 2 verses of 8 and 1 of 12 syllables (7x4=28) 
– Pankti  (पङ्��) with 5 verses of 8 syllables (10x4=40),  etc

• Meters of the same length are distinguished by the pattern of laghu (light) 
and guru (heavy) syllables in the pada (पद)

• Anunduram Borooah (1850-1889) traced the origin, evolution and 
development of chhandas:

– Age of Even Meter has Anustup, Jagati etc., precedence is given to Gayatri
– Age of Uneven Meters applied to Usnik and Brihati
– Age of Compound Meters: used for Atishakvari

Rishi (ऋिष, sage-poet-composer) in different Vedic Period might have coined 
different meters to suit their ideas!
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Vedic Literature
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Vedas are called • śruti (शु्रित) literature, 
distinguishing them from other texts, which 
are called smṛti (�ृित) literature

The • śruti literature was compiled by self-
realized Rishis (ऋिष), who appeared to have 
heard it in meditation and realize the meaning 

smṛti• literature was possibly written in laukika
Sanskrit or Sanskrit spoken by people
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śruti: Rig-Veda (RV) - Hymns of Praise
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• The Rig-Veda is so called because it is comprised of ṛcs
• Rig-Veda includes 1028 hymns into ten mandalas (Book) and has 

10,552 ṛcs, or 39,831 padas 
अि�मीळे पुरोिहतं य�� देवं ऋ��जम् | होतारं र�धातमम् || Rig Veda 1.001.01 

Gayatri
• First eight books have hymns of praise of Deity: Agni (अि�), Varuṇaḥ (व�णः), 

Indraḥ  (इ�ः), Uṣā (उषा), Sūryaḥ (सूय�ः), and Maruts (म�तः), etc.
• RV 6.61 is entirely dedicated to Sárasvatī,
• Seventh book has some secular hymns, Frog (7.103) and Dice (10.34)
• Ninth book has Soma ritual 
• Tenth book has verses of wisdom, rituals for social wellbeing, etc
• Meters used were Jagatī, Gåyatrī, Trishtubh, Anushtubh, etc

Predominantly discusses: Philosophy and more than half the hymns 
invoke gods of the moment: Indra (250 hymns), Agni (200 hymns), and 
Soma (over 100 hymns)
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śruti: Sama-Veda (SV) – Melodies
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Sāma• -Veda (SV) has sāman (song); Melodic 
arrangements of hymns of RV and others for chanting 
Sāmagāna• (recitation in public) was the purpose of SV 
Uses • intonation: high pitch udātta (उदा�), low pitch 
anudātta (अनुदा�), normal pitch svarita (��रत), 
example:

3  1  2       3  1  2       3 12   3 2    3 1  2          1 2         3    1 2
अि�मीळे पुरोिहतं य�� देवं ऋ��जम् | होतारं र�धातमम् || 

Sama• -Veda has two major parts 
First includes four melody collections (– gāna) and 
Second has three verse "books" (– ārcika).  

A melody in the • gāna (song) books corresponds to a verse 
in the ārcika books

Vīṇā• (lute, वीणा) is mentioned in RV, SV, Shatapatha
Brahmana and Taittiriya Samhita

Sama-Veda is the "storehouse of knowledge of chants“! 

The portion of the first song of 
Samaveda illustrates the link and 
mapping of Rig-Vedic verses into a 
melodic chant:

Sama-Veda transformation 
(Jaiminiya manuscript):
o gnā i / ā yā hi vā i / tā yā i tā yā i /

Translation: O Agni, come to the 
feast.
— Samaveda 1.1.1, 
Translated by Frits Staal

Vina (lute)

The classical Indian music and 
dance tradition considers the 
chants and melodies in Sama-
Veda as  their roots.
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Slide 17: 4.2 śruti: Sama-Veda (SV) – Knowledge of Melodies Sāma -Veda (SV) has sāman (song), SV was created for public recitation,SV uses Intonations: high pitch udātta (उदात्त), low pitch anudātta (अनुदात्त), normal pitch svarita (स्वरित)Sama-Veda comprises two major parts, Vina (lute) is mentioned in RV, SV, etcवेद are chanted as they are meant for intonation.Sama-Veda is the world's oldest surviving melodies!



śruti: Yajur-Veda (YV) - formula for liturgy
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• Yajur-Veda has yajus (prose Mantra) and compilation of ritual offering 
formulas

• Two major branches of the Yajur-Veda found:
– Krishna Yajurveda (Black) implies; the un-arranged and unclear verses

• Krishna YV recensions has:1) Taittriya, 2) Kathaka, 3) Maitrayani, 4) Kapisthala-Katha

इ॒षे�ोज॒��ा॑वाय॒व॑स्स्थोपाय॒व॑स्स्थद॒ेवोव॑�िव॒ता-प्राप�य॑तुशे्॒र�॑तमाय॒कम�ण॒॑
आ�ा॑य�मि�यादेवभाग॒मूज��॑तीः॒पय॑�तीःप्॒रजाव॑तीरनमीव॒ा अ॑य॒�ामाव॑�॒ेन
ईश॑त॒माऽघश सो�॒द्र�॑ह॒ेितःप�र॑वोवृण�ु-धु्रव॒ा�॒�न्गोप॑तौ�ातब॒�ीय�ज॑मान� प॒शू�ा॑िह ॥ १ ॥ ॥ १.१.१ ॥

– Shukla Yajurveda (White) implies; the well arranged and clear verses
• Shukla YV recensions has: 1) Madhyamdina, 2) Kanva
• Shukla YV 18.12 list the types of crops considered important in ancient India.

• YV has largest collection of primary Upanishads: Brihadaranyaka, Isha, 
Taittiriya, Katha, Shvetashvatara and Maitri

• Yajur-Veda formula and chhandas uttered during sacrificial fire (yajna)
• Each verse must accompany an action in sacrifice
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śruti:  Atharva-Veda (AV) - Magic formulas
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• Atharva-Veda comprises of ṛcs and Yajus
• Atharva-Veda (AV) considered second oldest text and includes 

incantations and spells 
सं वो गोष्ह्ठेन सुषदा सं र�ा सं सुभू�ा ।
अहजा�त� य�ाम तेना वः सं सृजामिस ॥ १॥ AV 3.14.1

• AV has two recensions (śākhā, शाखा), the Paippalāda (िप�लाद) and 
Śaunaka (शोणक) 

• Paippalāda text exists in Kashmir and Orissa version 
• AV is a late extension of "Three Veda“
• Some parts of the Atharva-Veda may be older than the Rig-Veda 

though not in linguistic form
• Spells for healing, removal of demons, love spells, and speculative 

hymns forces of the cosmos, etc. 
• Unlike the other three Vedas, the AV is low on sacrificial rituals
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Rig-Veda Authors 
Families and Main composers
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Traditionally, a  ṛṣi (composer) is associated with each ṛc and most sūktas are 
attributed to a single family of composers. Main Families and authors credited are :

Man
dala

Poems in 
Mandala

Composer 
Family

Poems by 
Family (ii) 

Deity Main Composer (i) No. of 
Composers

Angiras 32 Indra, Agni Kutsa Angiras 20
Maitravaruni 27 Indra, Marut Agastya Maitravaruni
Aucathya 25 Agni Dirghatamas Aucathya
Rahugana 20 Agni Gotama Rahugana
Kanva 19 Agni Medhatithi Kanva
Vaisvamitra 17 Agni, Varun Madhucchandas Vaisvamitra

2 48 Saunahotra 36 Agni, Inndra, Others Grtsamada Saunahotra 5
3 62 Gathina 48 Agni, Vishvedevas, Indra Visvamitra Gathina 10

Vaisvamitra 7 Agni, Vishvedevas Prajapati Vaisvamitra
4 58 Gautama 58 Agni, Ghrta Vamadeva Gautama 1
5 87 Atreya 65 Agni, Indra, Mitra-Varuna, Ashvin, 

Visvedevas
Svasti Atreya

40
Atri Bhauma 14 Agni Atri Bhauma

6 75 Barhaspatya 62 Agni,Pusan, Indra Bharadvaja Barhaspatya 8
Bharadvaja 5 Visvedevas, Indra, weapon Rjisvan Bharadvaja

7 103 Maitravaruni 103 Agni,Indra,Vasistha,Parjanya,Frogs Vasistha Maitravaruni 3
8 103 Kanva 55 Indra, Varun, Adityas, Ashvins Sobhari Kanva, Pragatha Kanva 70
9 113 Kasyapa 34 Apris, soma Asita Kasyapa, Devala Kasyapa 60

Angiras 24 Soma Ayasya Angiras,Ucathya Angiras

10 191 Angiras 17 Visvedevas,Dream,Dawn,King,Dakshina,
Liberality,Agni, Brhaspati,Jnanam

Ayasya Angiras, Brhaspati 
Angiras 130

Aindra 14 Indra Vimada Aindra
Ailusa 5 Water  Kavasa Ailusa

Notes: i). More than 347 families composed Vedic texts.; ii). Main Comoser Family highlited having 10% or more by a family

1 191

Source used: The Vedas An English-only, indexed version of the 4 Veda Samhitas in one document Issue 1, Draft 2 Compiled by the Dharmic 
Scriptures Team November 24, 2002 
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Contents of Vedic literature 
Types of Hymns - Philosophical speculation on creation
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• Cosmology and origin of the universe 
(Nasadiya Sukta) (RV 10.129)

• Rig Veda speculates about the origin 
of the cosmos.  In Hiraṇyagarbha
Sūkta, (RV 10.121), Hiraṇyagarbha is 
the manifested cosmos in  Vedic 
philosophy.  Suggesting a single 
creator deity (Rigveda (RV 10.121. 8)  
that is identified in the hymn as 
Prajāpati (creation of the World, RV 
10.121.10) 

• The concept of the golden womb is 
mentioned in the Vishvakarman
Sūkta (RV 10.81 and also 82)

Deity Chhanda (Transliteration)
Nasadiya Sukta 
(Creation) RV 
10.127.1

nā́sad āsīn nó sád āsīt tadā́nīṃ
nā́sīd rájo nó víomā paró yát
kím ā́varīvaḥ kúha kásya śármann
ámbhaḥ kím āsīd gáhanaṃ gabhīrám

Prajapati 
Hiranyagarbha 
sukta RV 10.121.

hiraṇyagarbháḥ sám avartatā́gre
bhūtásya jātáḥ pátir éka āsīt
sá dādhāra pr̥thivī́ṃ dyā́m utémā́ṃ
kásmai devā́ya havíṣā vidhema

Hymn of Creation:  It is concerned with cosmology and 
the origin of the universe. (Nasadiya Sukta):
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Contents of Vedic literature 
Types of Hymns – Rituals 
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10• th Mandala – Rituals:
Against disease (RV – 10.161, 163) 

Against miscarriage (RV – 10.162) 

Conception (RV – 10.183)

Successful birth (RV – 10.184)

Wedding (RV – 10.85)

Against rivals (RV – 10.166)

Against witchcraft (RV – 10.155) 

Funeral (RV – 10.14–16)

Safety of cattle (RV – 10.169)

Hymns for Ushas, Parjanya, Surya, Dream, Dawn, King, Dakshina and others•
Kalpa (Rituals• ’ instructions): focused on standardizing Vedic rituals 
associated with life events, onduct and duties

Vedic prayers and rituals are used for atonement and to alleviate grief.
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Retention
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• Vedic composers were generating knowledge and wisdom in Oral 
poetry form and they needed to preserve it. 
– Writing system in a reasonable form was nonexistent, though expression in 

the form of carvings and paintings existed 
– Storing and retrieval mechanism was only human memory   

• Vedic composers had to rely solely on human memory function.
• They had to find ways and means to memorize texts in such a manner 

that the ‘text and the meaning’ could remain intact when passed on to 
the next generation 

• They found Vedic chhandas structure that include orchestration of 
accurate pronunciation, Intonation and rhythm

• This possibly eased the memorization, retention and reproduction.
Chanting of Vedas proves memory power with perfect ability of 

recollection and rendition, (2015, Verbal memory specialists)
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Vedanga (Pedagogy) - six disciplines
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Vedanga is the pedagogy to teach and learn Vedic texts, and  
represents Sutra literature and has six disciplines to study:
Shiksha (Phonetics,1. phonology, pronunciation): alphabet, 
accent, quantity, stress, melody and rules of euphonic 
combination of words at Vedic recitation
chhandas (Meter: chhandas,2. prosody): on poetic meters, 
including based on fixed number of syllables per verse, and 
fixed number of morae per verse 
Vyakarana (Grammar; vyākaraṇa, linguistic analysis):3. rules of 
grammar and linguistic analysis to establish words and 
sentences to properly express ideas
Nirukta (Etymyology, nirukta, explanation of words): 4. words of 
archaic and ancient uses with unclear meaning,  establish 
meaning in given context
Kalpa (Rituals instructions, kalpa): 5. focused on standardizing 
Vedic rituals associated with life events; birth, wedding and 
death
Jyotisha (Astronomy, jyotiṣa): 6. Auspicious time for rituals, 
astrology and astronomy.

Study of these helped in proper utilization of the vedas!

Traditionally the idea of 
Vedanga is:
मुखं �ाकरणं त��ोितषं नेत्रमु�ते ।
िन��ं श्रोत्रमुि��ं छ�सा िविचितः पदे
।
िश�ा घ्राणं तु वेद� ह�ौ क�ान्
प्रच�ते ॥

Mukham vyakaranam tasya jyotisham 
netramucyate |
Niruktam shrotramuddishtam 
cchhandassa viciti pade 
Shiksha ghranam tu vedasya hastau 
kalpan pracakshate ||

Vyakarana is the mouth of 
Vedas, Jyotisha is eye, 
Nirukta is ear, chhandas is 
leg, Shiksha is nose and 
Kalpa is hands. Thus, they 
are the angas (body parts) of 
Vedas. Hence they are 
known as Vedangas.
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In summary:
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Thank you
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• Rigveda in Hindi-Ram Govind Trivedi
https://archive.org/details/RigVedaInHindi

• Taittiriya Upanishad 
• suśrutasaṁhitā सुशु्रतसंिहता
• Yajurveda-www.sacred-texts.com
• Atharvaveda-www.sacred-texts.com
• Manu smriti
• Mahabharata
• Rigveda-Translation by Ralph T.H .Griffith, Translation in Marathi by Siddeshwar Shastri 

Chitrav

https://archive.org/details/RigVedaInHindi
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Language and Literature: Prem Nagar <premnagar@gmail.com> 
Monuments:
• Report about the excavations done by Dr. S.R. Rao of the Marnie Archaeology Unit of the National Institute of Oceanography of India.
• Scientific Verification of Vedic Knowledge: Archaeology Online; By: by David Osborn; http://archaeologyonline.net/artifacts/scientific-verif-vedas
• Archaeologist Kenneth Kennedy and Anthropologist Brian Hemphill of Vanderbilt University and Archaeologist Mark Kenoyer, associate professor of anthropology at the University of Wisconsin 

at Madison, and co-director of the Harappa Archeological Research project,); (
• Kak, S: The Mahabharata and the Sindhu-Sarasvati Tradition,  Subhash Kak , and Talageri, S.G. 2000. The Rigveda: A Historical Analysis. Aditya Prakashan, New Delhi.
Veda:
• The Vedas An English-only, indexed version of the 4 Veda Samhitas in one document Issue 1, Draft 2 Compiled by the Dharmic Scriptures Team November 24, 2002 
• India as known to Panini : (a study of the cultural material in the AShtadhyayi), By: V S Agrawala; Publisher:  University of Lucknow, 1953.
• A HISTORY OF INDIAN LITERATURE - VEDIC LITERATURE, EDITED BYJAN GONDA , OTTO HARRASSOWITZ • WIESBADEN
• The History and Culture of the Indian People – The Vedic Age, by: Bhartiya Vidya Bhavan, 1951, Munshi, Majumdar, Pusalker
• The Development of the Vedic Canon and its Schools; By: Michael Witzel, Harvard University.
• Kenneth Chandler_Origins of Vedic Civilization_ORIGINS.PDF
• http://portal.unesco.org/ci/en/ev.php-URL_ID=24786&URL_DO=DO_TOPIC&URL_SECTION=201.html
• Michael Witzel, Harvard University: Aryan and non-Aryan Names in Vedic India. Data for the linguistic situation, c. 1900-500 B.C.
• Rhythm and the synthetic drift of Munda, By: Patricia Donegan and David Stampe,(1929 - 2002)
Language:
• OXFORD HANDBOOK OF LANGUAGE EVOLUTION
• A VEDIC GRAMMAR FOR STUDENTS , By Aethur Anthony Macdonnell, The University of Oxford, The Claredon Press 1916
• EARLY LANGUAGE ACQUISITION: CRACKING THE SPEECH CODE; By: Patricia K. Kuhl
• F.C.Southworth, UPEN, USA ; (ii). Max-Muller; iii). West, Barbara A. (19 May 2010). Encyclopedia of the Peoples of Asia and Oceania. Infobase Publishing. pp. 193–194. ISBN 978-1-4381-1913-7. 

Retrieved 18 October 2016
• Subramanium, N. (1980). Śaṅgam polity: the administration and social life of the Śaṅgam Tamils. Ennes Publications
• Richard Salomon (1998). Indian Epigraphy: A Guide to the Study of Inscriptions in Sanskrit, Prakrit, and the other Indo-Aryan Languages 
• Michael Witzel, Harvard University, Autochthonous Aryans? The Evidence from Old Indian and Iranian Texts.
Mleccha : 
• Indian hieroglyphs,  Indus script corpora, archaeo-metallurgy and Meluhha (Mleccha), By: Kalyanaraman, S.
• Kalyanaraman, S. 2012. Indian Hieroglyphs – Invention of Writing. Herndon: Sarasvati Research Center
Rituals
• https://www.argosy.edu/our-community/blog/The-Psychology-and-Science-of-Traditions-Rituals
• http://www.apa.org/monitor/2010/12/believe.aspx
RigVeda: Transliteration:

• https://liberalarts.utexas.edu/lrc/rigveda/RV07.php
• https://lrc.la.utexas.edu/eieol/vedol
• http://titus.fkidg1.uni-frankfurt.de/database/titusinx/titusinx.asp?LXLANG=531&LXWORD=v0101kam&LCPL=1&TCPL=1&C=H&LL=29203
Language & Science
• Verbal memory specialists (Vedic Sanskrit Pandits) show white matter increases in language, memory and visual tracts James Hartzell1, Ben Davis1, Jorge Jovicich1, Tanmay Nath2, Nandini 

Chatterjee Singh2, Uri Hasson1; 1Center for Mind/Brain Sciences (CIMeC), University of Trento, Italy, 2National Brain Research Centre (NBRC), Manesar, Gurgaon Dist., Haryana,
• (2015) Semantics vs Lexicon – Musings on the Evolution of Language; By: Bijoy Misra1, Bela Kosaras2, Prem Nagar3, Jaspal Singh4 and Hardeep Mann5,
• (2015) Rasa- Sāṅkhya -Connecting Rasa to Neuroscience; By: Bijoy M Misra1, Prem S Nagar2, Bela Kosaras3, Jaspal Singh4

http://archaeologyonline.net/artifacts/scientific-verif-vedas
http://portal.unesco.org/ci/en/ev.php-URL_ID=24786&URL_DO=DO_TOPIC&URL_SECTION=201.html
https://www.argosy.edu/our-community/blog/The-Psychology-and-Science-of-Traditions-Rituals
https://liberalarts.utexas.edu/lrc/rigveda/RV07.php
http://titus.fkidg1.uni-frankfurt.de/database/titusinx/titusinx.asp?LXLANG=531&LXWORD=v0101kam&LCPL=1&TCPL=1&C=H&LL=29203
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Philosophy and Religion : vrittamani ramapriya <vsrpriya@yahoo.com>
• The Primary reference being the Rigveda Samhita - I have not been able to identify the site wherefrom I 

downloaded the Devanagari version.
• The secondary sources are:
• https://archive.org/details/RigvedaSamhithaAsthanaMahavidvanHPVenkataRao
• For Sayana Bhashya translated to Kanjnada
• https://drive.google.com/file/d/0ByB2Pr9p13gPRnFTbDNHUkFhSkE/view
• For Sayana Bhashya in Sanskrit, as uploaded into BVparishad.org .
• https://archive.org/details/rigvedasanhita01wils
• Rigveda Samhita in English by H H Wilson
• http://www.sanskritweb.net/rigveda/griffith.pdf
• Rigveda Hymns by R Griffith
• https://www.scribd.com/doc/19893888/Rigved-in-Hindi-by-Sri-Ram-Sharma-Acharya
• Rigveda with Hindi translation by Ram Sharma Acharya
• https://archive.org/details/RigVedaInHindi
• Rigveda with Hindi translation by Ram Govind Trivedi

https://archive.org/details/RigvedaSamhithaAsthanaMahavidvanHPVenkataRao
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0ByB2Pr9p13gPRnFTbDNHUkFhSkE/view
https://archive.org/details/rigvedasanhita01wils
http://www.sanskritweb.net/rigveda/griffith.pdf
https://www.scribd.com/doc/19893888/Rigved-in-Hindi-by-Sri-Ram-Sharma-Acharya
https://archive.org/details/RigVedaInHindi
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Politics and Economics: Raghavendra Sarangapurkar raghavsarang@gmail.com
Rigveda in Hindi• -Ram Govind Trivedi https://archive.org/details/RigVedaInHindi
"Baldwin's • - Buy And Sell Rare Coins - Medals, Banknotes And Tokens Bought And Sold". Baldwin.co.uk. N.p., 2017. Web. 13 Jan. 
2017.  https://www.baldwin.co.uk/media/cms/auction-archive/auction-50/BALDWINS%2050%20-
%20Indian%20Coins%20Part%201.pdf
Kak, S. and Frawley, D., • 2001. In Search of the Cradle of Civilization: New Light on Ancient India. Quest Books. 
http://demo.bsmbharat.org/Encyc/2015/2/16/334_01_36_15_5__In_Search_of_the_Cradle_of_Civilization_by_Subhash_Kak.pdf
Srinivasan, Sharada and Ranganathan, S (• 2013) Minerals and metals heritage of India (NIAS Backgrounder No. B8-2013). 
http://eprints.nias.res.in/374/
Mookerji, R., • 1912. Indian Shipping: a history of the sea-borne trade and maritime activity of the Indians from the earliest times. 
Longmans, Green and co. https://archive.org/details/indianshippinghi00mookrich
Mukerjee, R., • 1916. The foundations of Indian economics. London, New York: Longmans. 
https://archive.org/details/foundationsofind00mukeuoft
Kosambi, D.D., • 1975. An introduction to the study of Indian history. Popular Prakashan 
<https://archive.org/details/AnIntroductionToTheStudyOfIndianHistory-D.D.Kosambi>
Law, N.N. and Mookerji, R., • 1914. Studies in Ancient Hindu Polity: Based on the Arthaṡâstra of Kautilya.. (Vol. 1). Longmans, 
Green, and Company  https://archive.org/details/studiesinancien00mookgoog
Shrivastva, R., • 1999. Smelting furnaces in ancient India. Indian Journal of History of Science, 34, pp.33-46. 
http://www.insa.nic.in/writereaddata/UpLoadedFiles/IJHS/Vol34_1_3_RShrivastva.pdf
"Vedic Heritage Portal Of IGNCA". Ignca.nic.in. N.p., • 2017. Web. 13 Jan. 2017.
The Hymns of the Rigveda: Translated with a Popular Commentary by Ralph TH Griffith,... EJ Lazarus and • C̊., 1897  
https://archive.org/details/hymnsrigveda02grifgoog
Atharva Veda <http://cincinnatitemple.com/articles/Atharva_Veda.pdf>•

mailto:raghavsarang@gmail.com
https://archive.org/details/RigVedaInHindi
https://www.baldwin.co.uk/media/cms/auction-archive/auction-50/BALDWINS%2050%20-%20Indian%20Coins%20Part%201.pdf
http://demo.bsmbharat.org/Encyc/2015/2/16/334_01_36_15_5__In_Search_of_the_Cradle_of_Civilization_by_Subhash_Kak.pdf
http://eprints.nias.res.in/374/
https://archive.org/details/indianshippinghi00mookrich
https://archive.org/details/foundationsofind00mukeuoft
https://archive.org/details/studiesinancien00mookgoog
http://www.insa.nic.in/writereaddata/UpLoadedFiles/IJHS/Vol34_1_3_RShrivastva.pdf
https://archive.org/details/hymnsrigveda02grifgoog
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Science and Technology: Dr. Bijoy Misra <misra.bijoy@gmail.com> 
• Rigveda in Hindi-Ram Govind Trivedi

https://archive.org/details/RigVedaInHindi

• (2015) Semantics vs Lexicon – Musings on the Evolution of Language; By: Bijoy Misra1, Bela Kosaras2, Prem Nagar3, Jaspal Singh4 and 
Hardeep Mann5,

https://archive.org/details/RigVedaInHindi
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Geography and People: Reshma Ghanekar shama.ghanekar@gmail.com
Vedic Textual references: Other studies:

Abrupt weakening of the summer monsoon in northwest India ~1. 4100 yr ago, Yama Dixit1, David A. Hodell1, and Cameron A. Petrie2; 1Godwin Laboratory for Palaeoclimate Research, 
Department of Earth Sciences, University of Cambridge, Cambridge CB2 3EQ, UK 2Department of Archaeology and Anthropology, University of Cambridge, Cambridge CB2 3DZ, UK
Holocene Aridification of India Camilo Ponton,2. 1,2 Liviu Giosan,2 Tim I. Eglinton,3,4 Dorian Q. Fuller,5 Joel E. Johnson,6 Pushpendra Kumar,7 and Tim S. Collett8
GEOPHYSICAL RESEARCH LETTERS, VOL. 39, L03704, doi:10.1029/2011GL050722, 2012
Sarkar, A. et al. Oxygen isotope in archaeological bioapatites from India: Implications to climate change and decline of Bron3. ze Age Harappan civilization. Sci. Rep. 6, 26555; doi: 
10.1038/srep26555 (2016)
Geological Evolution of Ganga Plain4. -An overview; I.B.Singh ,department of Geology,Lucknow University;Journal of The Palaeontological Society of India,Vol.41,1996,pp-99-137
Early Agriculture in South Asia5. -Dorian Fuller ;chapter 10 Cambridge world History-Cambridge histories online(available at academia.edu)2015
Recent excavations at Alamgirpur,Meerut District:A preliminary report,Ravindra Nath Singh(BHU)(available at researchgate.net 6. June 2013)
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